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Introduction

Eukaryotic gene finders require for competitive performance that their parameters for detecting biological signals and for distinguishing coding and non-coding regions are
reestimated for new species. We are introducing a fully automatic structural annotation pipeline that trains a gene finder solely based on the sequence data – the genome and
transcript sequences – and then predicts the protein-coding genes genome wide. Its core is the gene prediction program AUGUSTUS [1] that is based on a generalized Hidden
Markov Model and performed among the three best transcript-based gene finders at the most recent independent assessment of gene finders, nGASP [2].
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Hints - Extrinsic Evidence

Where available, extrinsic evidence about the location and structure of
protein-coding genes can be incorporated in the predictions from sources
such as

•EST/454/mRNA alignments

• genome-genome comparisons

• annotation of related species using a syntenic alignment

• protein alignments

• peptide mass spectrometry.

However, the pipeline also predicts genes in regions where extrinsic evidence
is missing. A Hint is a piece of local extrinsic information about the gene
structure. Hints are read in GFF format and can be used to locally enforce or
suggest a gene structure. Hints can be given individual strengths. Different
sources of hints can be given different priorities. E.g. if alien EST alignments
should be considered unless an alignment of a native EST suggests a different
transcript structure.

Some Genome Projects Using AUGUSTUS

Aedes aegypti, Science, 2007 Coprinus cinereus

Brugia malayi, Science, 2007 Nasonia vitripennis

Tribolium castaneum, Nature, 2008 Amphimedon queenslandica

Papaya, Nature, 2008 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Schistosoma mansoni, Nature, in press Pea Aphid

Alternative Splicing
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AUGUSTUS can predict alternative splicing or – more gen-
erally – alternative transcripts based on hints that suggest
that there is more than one transcript per gene in a region.
Groups of hints that are mutually incompatible with the one-
transcript-per-gene hypothesis are identified (top). The core
prediction algorithm (Viterbi) is then run several times, each
time incorporating a different subset of mutually compatible
hints groups (top right). Finally, the different transcripts are
merged to genes with multiple transcripts (bottom right).
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